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February 7, 2017 

 

Rock Creek Park 

National Park Service  

Frank Young, Acting Superintendent 

Dana Dirks, Chief of Interpretation 

Attn: Stephanie Piperno (Stephanie_piperno@nps.gov)  

3545 Williamsburg Lane, NW 

Washington, DC 20008 

 

Re: Comments on Rock Creek Park Nature Center Complex Development Concept Plan (Project ID: 

67384/Document ID: 75493) 

 

Dear Mr. Young and Ms. Dirks, 

On behalf of our over 10,000 members and supporters in the greater Washington, D.C. region, the 

Audubon Naturalist Society (ANS) hereby submits comments on the Nature Center Complex 

Development Concept Plan to Rock Creek Park. ANS has a deep connection to Rock Creek Park, not only 

as neighbors with our headquarters located at Woodend Nature Sanctuary, but also as educators who 

have been using the Park for over 100 years to share the importance of sustaining local waterways and 

land with the surrounding community. We have long worked to protect the park and specifically this 

high ridge which is the “best warbler trap in the city”1 due to its elevation, mature forest habitat, and 

embeddedness within a flyway corridor along the entire Rock Creek greenway. ANS opposed the 

placement of the cell phone tower behind the maintenance yard for this reason, and our Executive 

Director, Lisa Alexander, participated in the 125th anniversary Green Ribbon Panel celebrating the past 

and future of Rock Creek Park. We would like to express our appreciation to the National Park Service 

for extending the comment period, as well as hosting and attending meetings with relevant 

stakeholders. 

ANS commits itself to inspiring residents of the greater Washington, D.C. region to appreciate, 

understand, and protect their natural environment through outdoor experiences, education and 

advocacy. Because of this commitment, and as neighbors, conservationists and educators of the Park, 
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our staff and supporters have an interest in endorsing “Concept 2: Fix It” of the Development Concept 

Plan, contingent upon certain modifications which would maintain the existing footprint of built 

infrastructure of the Nature Center area.  

 

Concept Plans 3 and 4 are incompatible with the 2005 General Management Plan and the purpose of a 

Nature Center in Rock Creek Park 

While the Nature Center is aging and lacks accessibility, the proposed definition of the “Nature Center 

Complex,” particularly in concepts 3 and 4, represents an expansion in scope beyond the purposes of 

the Nature Center area and would bring excessive infrastructure and maintenance facilities to an area 

whose primary purpose is education and recreation. Concepts 3 & 4 violate the prescriptions of the 

2005 General Management Plan and Final Environmental Impact Statement (GMP-FEIS), which chose 

Option A, Improved Management of Established Park Uses, which is intended to “maintain the current 

scope of visitor uses.”2  

In the Development Concept Plan, the potential expansion of the Nature Center area would result in a 

loss of habitat and wildlife, which is incompatible with the GMP: 

“Alternative A includes a commitment to identify areas with high-quality habitat for birds, 

including areas such as the maintenance yard where other management activities have 

inadvertently created attractive vegetation assemblages. In the natural resources management 

plan that will tier from this general management plan, the National Park Service would develop 

measures to protect and enhance these areas.”3 

More specifically, the expansion would result in a reduced amount of tree coverage and forest, a loss of 

bird and other wildlife observance areas, and a loss of pervious surfaces. The effects of, for example, the 

expansion of the Nature Center building and the construction of a new bus pick up and drop off lane as 

outlined in Concepts 3 and 4, would compromise several mature oak trees, which have contributed to 

Rock Creek Park’s native plant species population for many years. The habitat and migration patterns of 

endangered and threatened bird species, such as the Mourning Warbler and Swainson’s Thrush, would 

be dismantled and disrupted in Concept 3 with the expansion of the Maintenance Yard into the area of 

the Capitol Stones and the steep slope to the southwest, both prime birding areas. Loss of trees, habitat, 

and birds at the Maintenance Yard would be further compounded in Concept 4 by the addition of a new 

parking lot. The final major effect of a beyond-the-scope expansion of the Nature Center area is the 

substantial increase of impervious surfaces at the Horse Center. The addition of new parking lots and 

larger indoor/outdoor riding rings; plazas for food trucks, dining, and pedestrians; and new office 

buildings and exhibit halls would increase imperviousness over existing levels more than 2.5 times under 

Concept 3 and more than 4 times under Concept 4. Also in Concept 4, replacement of the natural 

surface outdoor riding ring with a new paved parking lot and construction of a second indoor/outdoor 

riding ring over an ephemeral stream and wooded ravine would increase runoff and change surface 

water flow, affecting nearby waterways and those downstream.  

                                                           
2 https://parkplanning.nps.gov/document.cfm?parkID=198&projectID=11262&documentID=13218.  
3 GMP-FEIS p 206 
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Increasing the size and scope of the maintenance yard and buildings would also be in conflict with the 

GMP:  

“New or remodeling construction at the maintenance area for park administration offices would 

not result in any increase in impervious area at this site compared to existing facilities (buildings 

and parking lots). This might be accomplished by removing existing single-story buildings and 

replacing them with multi-story structures or reducing the size of the parking lot and developing 

a shuttle service to nearby Metro stations.”4 

We recognize that the Park Service has additional functional needs it would like to serve, however the 

top of a forested ridgeline that has already experienced substantial habitat loss over the last few 

decades is not the right place to increase conflicts with maintenance and administrative functions. It is 

instead a place to increase visitations by the region’s diverse community for quiet contemplation and 

education. We urge you to consider alternative locations for these uses. 

These examples of incompatibility with the Rock Creek Park General Management Plan and specific 

losses of habitat and wildlife with their resulting effects, highlight our rationale for opposing Concepts 

3 and 4. 

 

Support for Concept 2, “Fix It,” with modifications 

Of all the Concepts, Concept 2 would have the least impact on the habitat and wildlife in the Nature 

Center area and its environs, while still improving overall functionality of the area. It also creates a more 

accessible nature experience for visitors, while maintaining the natural surroundings. Finally, some of 

the new riding facilities may be compatible with habitat preservation.  

That being said, Concept 2 requires certain modifications to ensure the protection and preservation of 

the area’s habitat and wildlife:  

 Maintain existing impervious footprint: Site disturbance should be as minimal as possible 

outside the existing impervious footprint of facilities. Any additional paved surfaces, such as 

plazas and sidewalks, must be made out of pervious materials and NPS must establish and fund 

a long-term maintenance plan to ensure the functionality of these facilities. 

 Site additions to buildings and building replacements so as to retain mature trees: Special care 

must be taken not to remove trees (particularly mature and heritage trees) around proposed 

improvement sites.  

o This includes the addition to the Nature Center and the Horse Center’s replacement 

indoor/outdoor riding ring. Removal and damage to a large stand of white oaks, 

including one 132” in circumference, could be largely avoided if an addition were built 

onto the Horse Center’s existing office, rather than a new free-standing office building.  

o If any mature trees (greater than 44” circumference, as per “special trees” as defined in 

the DC Tree Regulations) are lost, they must be mitigated at a ratio of 4:1 on the basis of 
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area of canopy cover. The forest mitigation plan must include a long-term maintenance 

plan to ensure tree survival and replacement. 

o No trees with circumferences greater than 100” (“Heritage trees” as defined in the DC 

Tree Regulations) should be removed or have their critical root zones damaged. 

 Improve accessibility without habitat loss: For example, the NPS should explore alternatives 

such as providing a stabilized, narrow walkway along the perimeter of the Maintenance Area to 

be used by visiting birders, as opposed to treetop platforms which would be expensive and likely 

result in habitat destruction and disturbance.  

 Sustain waterway quality with green infrastructure: Any new construction should meet DC 

stormwater regulations through the use of Environmental Site Design and green infrastructure 

where possible without removing natural vegetation (particularly mature trees), and through 

the use of grayer infrastructure where needed in order to avoid expanding the built footprint. 

NPS should also use the opportunity to reduce stormwater runoff from legacy uncontrolled 

infrastructure, by planting additional trees, removing impervious surfaces, and installing green 

infrastructure including green roofs planted with native species. 

Thank you for your consideration of our concerns. We reiterate our endorsement of “Concept 2: Fix It”, 

provided there is minimal expansion of built footprints, tree protection, improved accessibility and 

continued sustainment of waterway quality. We urge you to include protection of trees, birds, and 

other wildlife as important objectives of this planning effort. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Eliza Cava   Neal Fitzpatrick    Elyse Jacks 

Director of Conservation Former Executive Director  Member and Volunteer 

 

 

 


